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Temple Bar - Public Realm Study and Implementation Plan

1.0

Consultation

As part of the process of information gathering and ideation a series of
consultation sessions were undertaken with local stakeholders groups.

Heritage

Streetscape

•

•

Who we met:
•
•
•
•

Resident’s Association
The Temple Bar Company
Temple Bar Cultural Trust
DCC Stakeholders

What we heard:
Safety
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Temple Bar area requires active policing; 24/7.
Recent years have seen the tragic loss of life from violent incidents.
Cow’s Lane area is being impacted by predatory groups of youths
engaged in anti-social behaviour.
Black spots for anti-Social Behaviour; Essex St., Civic Office, John’s Lane
East.
Rough sleepers are prevalent on Essex Street.
There are many services for drug addicts within close proximity of the
area.

•
•

Cultural element of Temple Bar often a disappointment to visitors. Few
physical and visual cues for visitors to understand the historical role
and significance of the area; merchants, port function, Customs House,
artisan industries.
Importance of retaining heritage materials and features in the public realm.
Opportunity to highlight historic buildings in streetscape layout and
detailing.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Whilst not always original the stone setts are intrinsic to the contemporary
character of the area; its sense of place.
The setts are a unifying element as they run from Fleet St. to Parliament
Street.
Setts were badly laid originally and upkeep has been poor.
Many streets also have heritage kerbing.
Mobility issues can be mitigated by relaying the setts at tighter spacing
with setts graded by width.
Introduction of cart wheel tracks of smoother flags or saw cut setts.
Potential to reintroduce ‘fan’ paving at corners.

Planning, enforcement and licencing
•

Lack of enforcement of street furniture and signage licencing; some of the
street furniture and most of the sandwich boards signage are unlicensed.
• PSome of the outdoor drinking areas are also unlicensed
r
• oAbuse of permitted uses; restaurants/cafes operating as de-facto bars.
j
• Pedestrianisation
is being abused and not adequately enforced e.g.
e
cparking on lanes at night.
t
1
Lighting
•
•
•
•

Light spill from wall mounted lanterns into living rooms and bedrooms of
residents.
Some streets have inadequate lighting levels
‘String Lighting’ is not working.
‘String Lighting’ gives a signal to visitors that this is a party zone and not
a mixed use neighbourhood where people live.
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2.0

Analysis and Fieldwork

9

Pedestrian Network Images - Pinch Points

APPENDICES

Narrow pavement with bollards and street clutter

Cecilia Street: Cafe seating, bicycle parking and lamposts add to street clutter

Pavement rendered unuable due to clutter
47
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Concepts + Strategies
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3.0

Concepts + Strategies

The process of Fieldwork and Analysis generated a body of work which
enabled the Project Team better understand Temple Bar’s Public Realm
and its functions, quality and requirements. This analysis work served as a
platform for ideation to generate a Public Realm Strategy which addressed
the needs of Temple Bar and its residents, businesses and users.
REMAKE: There exist within Temple Bar public spaces and places in which
the Public Realm has become tired and dilapidated or has never fulfilled its
potential. These places present an opportunity to be remade to improve the
materiality, function and end user experience
ENRICH: Barnardo’s Square presents an opportunity for enriching an
already made public space. As a city space it functions but with the intervention
of some minor design tweaks and an expansion of its present program of use
the square could be elevated to a new level of amenity and quality.

REPAIR AND REINSTATE: The process of recording and assessing
the materiality of Temple Bar’s Public Realm showed a number of examples of
poor reinstatements and maintenance of materials. A significant improvement
to the quality of the Public Realm could be achieved through rectifying this.

Parliment
Smock Alley Theatre

Street
Junction
Crampton Court
Exchange Street Upper

Fishamble Street

ey
C ro w n A ll

REPAIR AND IMPROVE: A key opportunity identified through the
analysis of Temple Bar’s Public Realm is that of north/ south connections from
Dame Street to the Quays. These routes which carry pedestrians and cyclists
along Eustace Street, Fishamble Street and Temple Lane should be improved
to facilitate universal access for all.

Temple
Bar
Square

Eu st ac e St re et

DECLUTTER: The fieldwork and analysis stage of this study identified
street clutter as a significant barrier to achieving a high quality Public Realm.
With this in mind a concerted effort at decluttering the streets and laneways of
Temple Bar is required – as part of this strategy primary routes such as Crown
Alley must be targeted

REMAKE
ENRICH
DECLUTTER
REPAIR & IMPROVE
REPAIR & REINSTATE
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Figure

3.2 - Accessibility
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Figure 3.3 - Cycling Infrastructure
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Figure 3.4 - Urban Greening
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3.0 CONCEPTS & STRATEGIES
Urban Greening Images

Some suggested methods of Greening Temple Bar ’s Public Realm
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Public Lighting
The Public Realm Plan recognises the importance of evening economy
and street life in Temple Bar. An important element of creating an attractive
and safe Public Realm for all after dark is high quality public lighting. The
lighting for Temple Bar should illuminate its streets and laneways adequately
supporting the cultural and commercial uses at ground level while causing
minimum discomfort to its residents through light spill.
The narrow streets and lane ways of Temple Bar mostly preclude the use of
pole mounted lighting and so it is proposed that the public lighting strategy
favour wall mounted and catenary lighting fittings. The selected light fittings
should be of a high quality LED light and mounted to insure against light spill
into residential units.

Living

Living

Cultural/ Commercial

Reccomendations:
•

Light spill to residential floors to be eliminated

•

Removal of low quality string lighting

•

Wider streets such as Westmoreland Street And Parliment Street will
require column mounted fittings for adequate lighting

Wall mounted light fitting

Wall mounted light fittings Lisbon, Portugal.
Photo by kind permission of Frank MacDonald

Living

Living

Cultural/ Commercial

Catenary light fitting

Catenary lighting Copenhagen, Denmark.
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Seating
There are few public rest stops and little sitting space provided for people
within Temple Bar. High quality public seating and resting stops are necessary
requirment within highly frequented areas such as Temple Bar, especially
when considering the diverse range of people using the space.
Where the opportunities arise, we suggest incorporating secondary, informal
seating into the Temple Bar area. Due to the limit space Temple Bar has to
offer, it is important that space saving sitting elements are incorporated into
existing spaces or where new development occurs.
While it is recognised that a certain number of licensed café/restaurant
seating is required, in places, an abundance of exterior seating has exceeded
an acceptable number and detracts from the public realm and an enjoyable
pedestrian experience.

Reccomendations:
• Instate more primary public seating when suitable
•

Captalise on opportunities to create secondary seating where possible

•

Where more space is required, reduce the number of licensed café/
restaurant seating within Temple Bar

Primary public seating

Secondary, informal seating

Living

Living

Cultural/ Commercial

Private, free access seating

Private seating

Te m p l e B a r - P u b l i c R e a l m S t u d y
4.0

Proposals
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Eustace Street
In order to improve the street’s current condition, we have suggested several
modest alterations that could be made with relative ease.

The existing loading bay currently demarcated outside numbers 16-17
Eustace Street is to be retained. The existing arrangement for drainage, i.e.,
the gully and drain system, is to be retained along the street.

As with a number of our proposals, we have suggested that the existing stone
setts as well as the Leinster Granite paving and kerbing on Eustace Street be
re-laid entirely to an improved, standard in order to enhance the accessibility of
the street without drastic intervention. In addition, in order to provide improved
access for cyclists using Eustace Street as a quicker and safer connecting
route from the Quays and elsewhere north to Dame Street and further south,
we have suggested that a subtle flush stone strip runs the length of the street.
We have suggested a sawn off stone sett of identical material to the existing,
but a flush stone surface of another material may be appropriate also.
Where pavement width is at its narrowest, outside 2-4 Eustace Street, we
have suggested that a buildout be provided to relieve pedestrian congestion.
This may also be an opportunity to provide small-scale, on-street tree planting,
however this will be subject to how much additional pavement width can be
afforded to be taken from the carriageway.
Existing pedestrian crossing points will be improved and newly instated where
necessary. The deficient raised table crossing at the south end of Eustace
Street will be reinstated, providing a much improved level surface and a safer
pedestrian condition for those traveling on Dame Street. Where Curved Street
adjoins Eustace Street and concentrations of pedestrian traffic are highest,
a raised table will be provided to encourage traffic calming and create safe
pedestrian links to both the Ark Children’s Cultural Centre and Meeting House
Square. The crossing link to Meeting House Square will improve the legibility
and accessibility of a longer pedestrian route stretching from Fownes Street
Lower to Sycamore Street. A final raised table crossing will be instated at the
north end of the street, providing a safer four-way crossing at the crossroads
of Eustace Street and Essex Street East.

Pavement level crossing utilising heritage setts, St. James Street

Potential tree planting

Pavement level
crossing at Dame
street end

Buildout
Original gully drainage
system retained
Stone setts relaid

Perspective

Flush stone cycle
way
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Te m p l e L a n e S o u t h
As with Eustace Street, we have suggested that the entire assemblage of
existing stone setts on Temple Lane South be re-laid to an improved standard.
In addition, we have suggested that the existing Leinster Granite kerbing and
paving at the northern portion of the street be re-laid and replaced where
necessary, in order to create a more even surface and enhance pedestrian
comfort.
To address issues concerning the southern portion of the street, taking the
outstandingly limited pavement width, as well as basement space in adjacent
buildings into consideration, we have suggested that the surface of the stone
sett carriageway be raised to kerb height to provide a flush, wall-to-wall
surface along the street from as far as Dame Street to the Curved Street
junction. A central drainage channel will be provided along this stretch, with
drains allocated at appropriate intervals.
At the midpoint of the street, a raised table will be provided to create a
comfortable and safe crossing point for pedestrians and improve the existing
link from Cecilia Street and beyond towards Curved Street and Meeting
House Square. A demarcated crossing point on the surface of the raised table
is suggested to further improve the legibility of this route.
In addition to the aforementioned, two raised crossings will replace
the unsatisfactory dished kerb arrangements at the northernmost and
southernmost ends of the street.
We have suggested the use of wall mounted and catenary lighting to ensure
as much freedom for pedestrian movement below as possible.

Central drainage channel, Lyons

Catenary lighting

Wall to wall flush surface of
retained Leinster granite and
stone setts

Central drainage channel

Perspective

Raised crossing

Stone setts relaid
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Te m p l e B a r
As with the southern portion of Temple Lane South, we have suggested
that due to extraordinarily narrow footpaths, the surface of the stone sett
carriageway is to be raised to kerb height on Temple Bar, stretching from the
northern end of Temple Lane South to the junction at Fownes Street Lower.
In addition, we have suggested that due to the very high concentration of
pedestrian footfall on this particular stretch of street, a flush stone surface like
that of the one suggested for Eustace Street be instated to improve universal
accessibility.

A drainage system like that of the southern portion of Temple Lane South has
been suggested to be instated here. This slot drain channel will run off centre
and adjoin the proposed flush stone surface strip.

Temple Bar - Existing condition

Perspective

Perspective

Temple Bar Square

Temple Bar pub

Universally accesible
flush stone path
Wall to wall flush surface
of retained leinster granite
and stone setts
Off-centre drainage
channel

4.0 PROPOSALS
Exchange Street
In addition to a raised pedestrian crossing at the interface of Exchange Street
Upper and Dame Street, we have suggested reducing the carriageway width
to accommodate a single lane only in order to provide space for a planted
resting zone and additional space for pedestrian movement in general.
The southern end of this street receives a surprising amount of sunshine
during the day and is relatively well sheltered from wind. To capitalise on this
opportunity, we have suggested that a bespoke planter with street trees of an
appropriate size and species as well a playful edge on which people can sit or
lie down be instated at this location.

We would also suggest the relaying of the entire assemblage of stone setts
as far as Essex Street West and the replacement of unacceptably broken
and uneven concrete pavement and kerb with one of improved quality and
material.

Exchange Street - Existing condition

Street trees
Planter with seating/ playful edge

Single lane carriageway

Raised pedestrian crossing
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Fishamble Street
Recommendations for Fishamble Street cannot be fully realised without
revisiting and reviewing the current traffic functions. Therefore, the following
alterations will have been suggested working on the assumption that the traffic
system on Fishamble Street will be converted to a 3.6m single lane one-way
system.

and traffic calming effect across Fishamble Street.
Apart from approximately 4 existing car parking spaces situated at the northern
end of the street, the on-street parking on Fishamble Street will be retained,
but it is suggested that they are demarcated with, and paved with stone setts

Where possible, the entire carriage way will be reduced evenly on either side
as to provide more space for pedestrian movements on adjacent footpaths.
The reduction in carriageway width will also enable small buildouts/breakout
space to be instated and subsequently provide room for outdoor seating and
street tree planting, namely, a small buildout with tree planting outside Darkey
Kelly’s and a larger breakout space with room for café seating in front of
Handel’s Hotel.
The traffic island system at the southernmost end of Fishamble Street will
be replaced with one single raised level crossing, improving safety and
comfort for pedestrians and improving connections between Dame Street and
Winetavern Street.
At the midpoint of the Fishamble Street, where the street adjoins Essex
Street West, a raised table will encourage traffic calming and also provide a
safe crossing zone for pedestrians. Additionally, at this midpoint, where the
existing entrance to the Civic Offices Gardens can be found, there will be
newly instated signage, tastefully demarcating the entrance to this underused
green space for public use. As well as providing a new entrance feature, it
is suggested that the old city wall motif paved on the surface of the ground
near this entrance be carried across the raised table and to the other side of
Fishamble Street. Doing this will not only provide some interest that will draw
passers-by towards the garden entrance, but it will alleviate the repetitiveness
of the footway with a subtle and artistic piece of historic information.
Another raised table will be instated at the northernmost end of the street. This
will connect and unify the surfaces of the newly redesigned Blind Quay with
that of the Civic Offices forecourt, providing a safer pedestrian crossing point

Perspective

4.0 PROPOSALS
Plan
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Blind Quay
We suggest the removal of the gravel platform on Blind Quay to create a
level surface throughout with the existing upstand kerbing of granite re-laid
flush in the gravel surface forming a linear pathway for pedestrians.
As mentioned previously, a raised table will connect and unify the surfaces of
the newly redesigned Blind Quay with that of the Civic Offices forecourt. This
raised table will abut a newly raised carriageway, paved in stone sets, which
will run the length of Exchange Street Lower.
The creation of a flush surface from the footpath on the southern side

of Exchange Street Lower to the space on its northern side will not only
create a traffic calming effect on Exchange Street Lower but also give more
freedom for pedestrian movement. Doing this will create a breakout space
in front of the Smock Alley Theatre and lend more space is to the narrow
footpath on the southern side of Exchange Street Lower.
On the eastern side of Blind Quay, we propose the thinning of 10 existing
lime trees to allow more sunlight to illuminate existing café frontage and
seating area as well as newly proposed outdoor resting space. In addition,
it is suggested that the artwork on Blind Quay be moved eastwards so as to

Gravel surface extended
towards Bookend apartments

Smock Alley Theatre

be on an axis with the Smock Alley Theatre entrance.
The addition of planting beds with small/medium trees and bicycle stands
will create a buffer from the bus shelter zone and the shared surface
carriageway/adjacent apartment blocks. This will provide freedom of
movement for the pedestrian traffic to the north of Blind Quay, while
softening the space and providing a public amenity.

Shared surface for local
access

Viking Ship sculpture
relocated

Existing grid of Lime trees
thinned out

Viking Ship sculpture
relocated

Existing bus stop and
shelter
Upstand granite kerbs
relaid flush in gravel areas.

Additional street
tree planting
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Barnardos Square
Redevelopment plans for Barnardo’s Square comprises an informal planting

Barnardo’s Square Master Plan (by Bernard Seymour Landscape Architects)

approach with tree and understory planting loosely arranged on the western
edge. The western edge; which contains table and chair seating to serve the
existing cafe, will be the site of the relocated Dublin Bike Station currently in
place in the square
The centre of the space is of a largely open nature allowing for a variety
of use’s such as markets and other events to take place. Besides the cafe
table and chair seating, there are long linear benches which run parallel to
one another on the same alignment of the planting beds, thus reinforcing the
scheme’s geometry.
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Johns Lane & Christ Church Park
The existing wedge-shaped, raised planting zone forms a physical and visual
obstacle between Fishamble Street and the Civic Offices. The removal of this
element will create views from the civic offices to Dame Street and Fishamble
Street.
The existing flight of steps to the Civic Offices foyer have an unsuitable rise
and going, which creates a particularly uncomfortable user experience. We
propose to replace these steps with a larger more comfotable flight, which
could double up as seating for annual theatrical/musical performances to be
exhibited on the plaza below.
An existing grove of trees of poor quality are to be replaced with a single large
specimen tree. This is to spark a conversation between Civic Offices and
Christ Church Cathedral and will also help to create visual permeability to and
from the park, so as to deter anti-social behaviour. A circular balustrade will
encompass the specimen tree and offer views to the plaza below.
We propose to remove the boundary wall on John’s Lane and to convert
the underused and uneven grass area into a large, open arena, to be used
as market and event space as well as for day to day leisure activities. The
retention of a portion of the existing sloped green space will provide an
amenity space for summertime lounging.

4.0 PROPOSALS
Te m p l e B a r S q u a r e
A reduction of licensed café/restaurant furniture within the square to release
more space for market stalls and general pedestrian activity.
Create a unified space from building facade to building facade; by removing
kerbs and using a limited material palette. A unified and virtually flush
surface will make Temple Bar Square universally accesible and promote a
visual clarity within the square, helping to establish a more comfortable and
aesthetically satisfying space.
Temple Bar Square is enveloped by an eclectic array of architecture. Because
of this, we suggest the the use of a single large specimen tree to be used as
a visual anchor. Temple Bar Square is established within the City Centre as
an important space for resting, meeting and people watching and thus the

IMAGE TO BE ADDED

refurbished square will incorporate a generous amount of high quality and site
specific public seating.
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Fumbally Exchange
5 Dame Lane
Dublin 2
e: daibhi@ait-place.ie
t:

087 7596581

www.ait-place.ie
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